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In today's era of rapid economic development, tourism as a
national culture changes the dynamic factors, has been the one of the
hottest research topics of academic circles.At present, so many ethnic
minority areas of China promote the economic development by
developing tourism, it has become a common phenomenon.Therefore, the
purpose of this thesis is to through the fieldwork in tujia area of
banjiaxishisanzhai in xiaonanhai town,qianjiang,chongqing,combining
ethnic tourism and historical memory, explore how to make use of
national identity to recognition and restore historical memory in the
process of tourism development in the region, how to strengthen the
ethnic identity , the government's role in the whole process and villager
how to involved in this process.
There are six chapters in this thesis totally.The first part mainly
introduces the purpose,significance, relevant academic review,research
methods and data sources of this thesis;The second part expounds the
discussion of model history and culture of tujia in academia, so that
compared with the field data of later to understand the difference between
the official and folk cognitive.At the same time,this part also illustrate the
basic situation infield,such as geographical environment and
livelihood,etc.providing background bedding of the topic discussion;The













the local area in detail, and discuss it's as the ethnic's culture samples how
to influence the local villagers and foreign visitors;The fourth part from
the local building and costume,describes in the national tourism
development, the local government how to transfer historical memory in
the form of a kind of externalization through official means, the villagers
how to view the way of restore memory, and on the basis the symbol of
national identity and the change of ethnic boundary between the
nations;The fifth part mainly starts with the local folklore performance
team, ordinary folk customs and festivals performance to excavate the
new meaning of local folklore;The last part make a further summary and
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（60 年代中—70 年代末）、复兴阶段（80 年代中期）和初步繁荣阶段（80 年代
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